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ABSTRACT

New York State is launching an initiative to create a large private sector-driven deep energy retrofit market for multifamily buildings, starting with the affordable housing sector. The initiative, modeled after a successful Dutch program called 'Energiesprong', rejects the incremental approach to improving building energy performance, and instead advances a process to motivate the building industry to develop deep retrofit solutions that will transform existing housing stock into next generation buildings at scale.

This innovative process begins by clearly demonstrating the potential size and likelihood of the market opportunity through preliminary demand aggregation and a commitment by the State to solve financing and regulatory issues. This market demand in turn induces leading industry players to develop and build cost-effective, replicable, and comprehensive deep energy retrofit solutions that will greatly improve the energy performance, health, and comfort of New York’s existing affordable housing building stock, with minimal tenant disruption. The Dutch initiative has already demonstrated that these solutions are technically feasible.

The winning solutions will be implemented on a number of pilot buildings representing different building types within the State’s affordable housing portfolio, with the results measured and published to inform the next iteration of the competition. Successive rounds of the process will deliver improved performance while reducing deployment costs, until solutions reach cost-effectiveness. At this point, the private sector will be able to deploy the solutions without further government subsidies.

The design-build competition was announced in Governor Cuomo’s 2016 State of the State Policy Book as part of an objective to bring deep energy retrofits to at least 100,000 affordable housing units by 2025, and is subject to approval by the New York State Department of Public Service.
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